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An Edward Hopper painting captures the 
essense of human aloneness against an indiffer-
ent American landscape, whether urban, rural, or 
open as a prairie. And so do the poems in Wendy 
Drexler’s first collection, “Western Motel,” which 
takes its name as well as its cover illustration from 
the Hopper painting. With courage and a light 
touch these poems speak to the personal struggle 
of shedding one’s past, often one of disillusion-
ment, and of finding, with intrinsic American 

style, a way to reinvent one’s self. The book opens with this startling and 
effective poem, “Janis Joplin At Monterey:”

Hoarse with it, coarse with it,
                         the shrill trills and come-on cries,
no slaking that voice, that thirst a saber
               of thistles and pearl,
                       that American way of making it
all up, severing the tyranny
               of home ties, peacocking,
                           packed tight in gold lame
like gunpowder,
                          her colonies rebellious, and all
                       embargoed cargo         dumped
                                                from the dock.

Drexler has chosen well, for Joplin is an icon of the scorched soul 
in search of a new self, and the poet’s raw and peacocky language hits 
the right note, grabbing center stage. The implication here is that the 
American impulse for self- reinvention originated in colonial times when 
colonists threw off the tax shackles of the paternalistic British in a revolt 
known as the Boston Tea Party. 

The speaker in these poems, who could be the woman in the painting 
with her direct gaze, wants to tell us about how she got here, about the life 
or lives she has lived, and where she may be headed.  In the poem, “The 
City Of The Cruise Ship Valor,” the speaker announces, “I am a little god 
on vacation / entitled . . . I spend hours steeping/ in a whirlpool, arrange 
my pedicure . . . I bought perfume / a leather wallet from the poor / in ev-
ery port.” At the end she offers “Forgive me” to her female steward after 
she brings her Dramamine, as if the speaker has been trying on a fancy 
lifestyle but feels a fraud. 

In the taut lyric, “Parking Lot,” the speaker likens herself to a starling 
that “shakes / itself out all over, spangle-singing / into the wind’s wide 
mouth,” poet bird-song as Anthem.  And “Unemployment” is a waiting 
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line made visible in its column down the page as it describes the people in 
line. By the end the speaker realizes that she must be her “own second cup 
/ of coffee, strong,” shoring herself in strikingly concise language.

The keen eye behind the poems sees, in “Sunday Morning Bowling 
League,” that “No matter what happened yesterday / or what might come 
in the night / they take their strikes, their spares, / seriously, anchored in 
camaraderie— / high-fives, the slapping of shoulders, / nice ball” as if the 
league has replaced family, and the supportive banter among its members 
becomes a prescription for caring about and living with one another. Drex-
ler homes in with great compassion on a contemporary tendency of secu-
lar morality to replace that of church-Sunday. And in the poem, “Deluxe 
Town Diner,” a sense of possibility and of salvation comes across with 
humor in the ever present staples of a diner: “Refuge of the Dream—Gul-
den’s / spicy brown on Hebrew National, / honey bear, bottle of Tabasco, 
/ cartel of napkins, … polyglot Reubens and Rachels, Cobb salad, / demo-
cratic potpies. … Deep in our duct- / taped booth, we are sated.”  

A long poem in eighteen parts, “Gas Stations, Drive-ins, The Bright 
Motels” makes up the entire middle section of the book. It is written in the 
voice of a child of divorce, and is moving in its ability to relay the child’s 
anguish in direct childlike language: “When / I play, I play alone: sepa-
rate / into families my trading cards— / horses from flowers from birds.” 
“Daddy is generous with his ladle / of small talk.” With a life of shuttling 
between a new home and Mommy’s boyfriends, and visits with Daddy at 
his home or in motels, the child must “pretend Mommy and Daddy / are 
married again, and I’m in / the orphanage” waiting to be chosen by her 
parents as if to affirm that she was ever wanted. And in the concluding 
part she must “trace [her]self back into being.” With great deft, Drexler 
makes us feel the tragedy of how early in life this urge to re-imagine one’s 
place in the world becomes an imperative.

The title poem, part of a series from “Hopper Landscapes,” is in the 
last section of the collection. Written in the voice of the woman in the 
painting it speaks of “hills that gather into loaves” as if they are a form of 
sustenance for her. She laments: “To be the one. To be the only one, / my 
wrists shapely and disconsolate. / My fingers grip the bedrail hard. / I con-
sole myself with light detached / from the empty wall.” Always the desire 
to be somebody to someone, tinged with the angst of a return to isolation, 
shown with the solid shapes and deep tones of Hopper.

There are poems here of assertion as well as longing. In “Sun In An 
Empty Room,” the speaker implores, “Don’t call it empty, call it waiting, / if 
you are.” In “Riding Bareback,” “I let loose the reins, lean forward, // grip 
his withers, the cord of his warm neck, //

whisper into his chestnut ear, Keep going. // Finish what you’ve started!” 
Words, both urgent and wise intended as well for the rider, and for us. 
Poems about lovers, husbands, and children abound here, affirming perse-
verance, and written with lyric control in this affecting collection. 


